
      ۱۴۰۰یازدهم          خرداد  پایانی آزمون  ه نام خدا     ب

........       شعبه  .......... ام و نام خانوادگی        ن  

نمره ( 2)نید   ملات را کامل ک(    با توجه به تصاویر جلف ا  

     
1) An Iranian ………..woman  is a hard _working  person . 

2) After retiring I want to go to  a  ………. Class . 

3) Our neighbor had a ………. attack yesterday . 

4) T0day , less than 40……….of people live in villages. 

(   یک کلمه اضافی است   )( با استفاده از کلمات داده شده جاهای خالی را کامل کنید ب

  نمره (

Fluently  _  laughter _ mental _ meets _besides _ culture _pressure 

5) We haven’t yet been able to find a house that ……… our needs . 

6) I really appreciate the ……….. and art of Iran . 

7) I Can speak English ………., without any pauses. 

8) ………. Is the best medicine for your health . 

9) He is under a lot of ……….. at work . It may make him ill. 

10) …….. teaching English ,he writes novels . 

پیدا کنید و حرف مربوط به هر یک را   از بالا را  نکلمات مشخص شده درمت  ( توضیح  ج

(نمره2)بنویسید   

a)with all parts existing in the correct amounts  

b) without taking  any notice of 

c) to show something  

 d)to be different from each other  
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  e) to decrease the price of something  

 

The cost of a room at a hotel (11) varies with the season .Although 

there are some ways to get (12) discounts on hotel rooms ,a(13) 

balanced price is necessary to prevent to increase the price . One thing 

that (14)reflects on room charge is food. Maybe you find a cheap room 

but finally you understand that serving food is not included. 

نمره ( 2)را انتخاب کنید بهترین گزینه(د  

15)The Sahara is a ………….desert in Africa .                                                        

A) kind      b) vast   c) silver  d) uncertain 

16) He often gets to school late because he has the bad ………. Of 

waking up late . 

a) opinion       b) exercise    c) behavior     d) habit  

17) Many people in the world value the art and skill of Iranian artists. 

The word ( Value )in this sentence  means  ……….. . 

 a)cost      b) worth      c) appreciate    d) expense  

18)  Close your eyes and ………travelling through space. 

a) pick        b) exchange     c) explain      d) imagine 

ز پیشوند یا پسوندهای مناسب کلمات و اصطلاحات زیر را بازنویسی  کنید  ( با استفاده ا  ه 

 نمره ( 2)

politely      : )polite way  in a  (speaksshe Example :    

essay . thewrite again  teacher asked him toThe ) 19  

of day . the middle they arrived home 20) 

being kind .  yourthank you for 21)  
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  .hequec byfor me to pay not possible is  ) It22 

 نمره ( 2کنید )بهترین گزینه را انتخاب (و

 

   

23)She used a …… of paper to make a toy plane . 

a) slice      b) loaf    c) bag    d) piece   

 24) I have had this old bag……… I was a little girl. 

a)for      b) at       c )yet     d) since 

25)My parents decided…….. to France . 

a)don’t travel     b) not to travel   c) to not travel   d)not travel 

26)Ramin was really sorry ……… us soon . 

  B) about leaving   c) that leave    d) at leaving  A )about to leave  

 

 نمره( 2).کنید ز( جاهای خالی را با شکل صحیح افعال داده شده پر 

For a long time made me..... .  (study/bore).....27 

28) I can help your friend if she….. . ( want ) 

29) It is difficult……. At night without lights . (drive) 

 

 

 نمره ( 2ح( با توجه به جمله زیر موارد خواسته شده را مشخص کنید ) 
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30) students   use sign  language to communicate with each other in  

their school. 

Subject: ……………             verb :  ………………                 object : ……..    

adverb of place : …………… 

 

 

 ( نمره 1)با توجه به تصویر پاسخ دهید   ط  (

What will you do if you have a lot of money ?  (buy) 

 

 

 نمره( 1) درک مطلب ی( 

 

 32)Many people of Asian countries earn living  by making handicrafts  

. .……refers to  ”them “this sentences to tourists .In  them and selling  

a)handicrafts          b) Asian countries      c) tourists        d) living  

 

33)Sina  says I haven’t gone to the mountain for a long time .I like to 

stay at home and watch TV all the time . I have bought a lot of things to 

eat.  We understand from the above sentences that  Sina ………    
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 Is a clever boy       b) is a coach potato    c) has a healthy life                  

d) is in shape 

بهترین گزینه ی هر جاخالی را    ک( متن زیر را بخوانید و از بین گزینه های داده شده

 نمره(3)انتخاب کنید .

The modern life style has both positive and negative effects on people’s 

lives .Modern technologies have enabled us to have easy ………34…… to 

information and experience fast ………35…….  . Have you ever ……..36…… 

a world  without the internet , tablets ,cell phones airplanes and 

vacuum cleaners? Technology is the ………37 ….. of our century .But 

using new technologies has changed people’s lifestyle as well.Some 

technologies are  …..38……. to our health . Playing Piano for a long time 

makes people ……39….. and harm their heart and nervous system 

.Listening to music by headsets can  be harmful to one’s hearing and 

even brain . 

      34.   a) stop      b) region       c) way       d) access  

  35 .  a )  communication        b) problem      c)  conversation   d) space )  

Believed            b) die         c) imagine       d) exist 36.     a) 

37. A) education        b) mission         c) example      d) miracle  

38. a) danger      b) dangerous     c) endangered        d) dangerously 

 39. a) healthy         b) safe      c) nervous      d) happy 

 ( نمره2ل ( درک مطلب  )

A  newborn baby can see, hear and feel . By the age of five , a 

child can talk and ride a bike .How does this development happen 

.? We don’t really understand the way language and thinking 

develop in the brain . Now scientists are using new technology to 

help them in their studies . They are discovering new information 

about the way a baby’s brain develops . 
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A Study in 2010 showed that the experiences a child has in their 

first  few years are important These  experiences affect the 

development of the brain. The study showed when children  

receive more attention , they often have higher IQs . Babies  

receive information when they see, hear and feel things .This 

information makes connection between different parts of the 

brain  . there are a hundred trillion connections in the brain  of a 

three _ year _ old child . 

40)According to the first paragraph …… 

a)most five-year-olds ride bikes 

b)scientists understand child development very well 

c)technology is useful in child development studies. 

d)learning a foreign language happens only true listening. 

 

 41. Why are early experiences important ? 

a) They increase a baby’s relationship  

b) they affect brain development  

C) they affect how babies feel  

d) They let children feel happier 

 

  42) What information is given in the second paragraph ? 

a)attention and IQ are related  

b) Nothing can change a child’s IQ 

C) some three_year _ old children have a high IQ . 

d) language learning happens in adulthood . 
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43. According to the passage what makes new 

connections in the brain ? 

a) experiencing new information  

b) having a high IQ 

C) the child’s age 

d)  the place where the child live  

 

With the best wishes 

Hedieh - Asadi 
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